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Our team

Ola Podgorska
I support the integration of various 
aspects of UX design and content 
creation, to curate an online 
experience that is consistent and  
user-friendly for the relevant audiences 
of each project I work on.  

A rounded background in graphic 
design, project management and 
integrative art psychotherapy informs 
my process. I’m passionate about 
human rights, and providing solutions 
to complex issues - and I believe 
that using the HCD methodology is 
an inclusive and innovative way of 
improving the world we live in. 

@Olshk on Twitter!

I am an innovative design thinker with 
a background in product design and 
engineering with a focus on creating 
‘complete’ design solutions that meet 
user needs from both a functional and 
aesthetic perspective. I have spent 
some years in the design industry as 
well as in education - teaching Design 
in schools and university. 

I have a particular interest and passion 
for Human Centred Design and the 
drive to uncover users’ unmet and 
often unvoiced needs, especially in 
education, health and other public 
services. I am keen to design product 
and service interventions that can 
better meet user needs and hence help 
to improve user lives and experiences.

Lisa Manara
I am a MA student of University  
of the Arts London. My course is on 
Communication Design. The Human 
Centred Design approach provides 
me with broader insights into my 
speciality area and my final project, 
which is a short film aimed to reflect 
and help solve the issues around 
language for new Chinese  
University students.

Rui Geng Zixi Zhu
I am a MA student doing 
Communication Design course  
at Central Saint Martins. I am 
conducting a Human Centered Design 
approach in my graduation project, 
which is about using design to help 
reduce sugary drink consumption 
among kids. My specialties include 
design thinking, design research, 
communication design and quick 
prototyping. 

https://twitter.com/olshk
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Our design challenge

How can we promote 
creativity (in London), to 
people on their way in to 
work (on public transport)?



Inspiration  
phase
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Assumptions & prior knowledge

Atmosphere:

–  I’m under the assumption that 
people will be more creative 
when secure

–  Avoid judging others to embrace 
creativity

–  We know solving problems that 
require creativity is easier when 
people are less alert 

   (from research)
–  Relatively relaxed atmosphere 

will prompt creativity (from 
research)

–  Being bored yields more creative 
thinking/creativity

– Trust will facilitate creativity

Action:

–  Engagement with people creates 
more opportunities

–  We assume people are in a rush 
in the morning before work

–  I know sometimes people wait for 
a long time for a bus or a train to 
arrive

–  Walking increases creativity  
(from research)

–  Always doodle something to  
keep creative 

–  Active ways to be playful increase 
creativity: rough/roll, social play, 
using your hands, getting over  
gravity

–  We know playful behaviour will 
generate/increase creativity

Physical environment:

–  I know the ticket portals 
sometimes block people and 
cause a jam

–  I know piano stairs as a way of 
changing walking behaviour 
(from research)

–  I know there are stairs to climb  
at tube stations

–  There are elevators at  
tube stations

 
 
 
 

 
 

Challenge, not connecting:

–  It’s difficult to get people to talk to 
each other on the tube/train

–  I know a lot of people wear 
their headphones (so can’t hear 
anyone) on their way in to work

–  I know people just play with 
their phones and have their 
headphones on

–  I know people don’t keep/want 
to make eye contact on the tube

–  I know people are often 
cramped/standing on the tube in 
the morning

 
 

What we know?
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What we need to learn?
– How do commuters (you) travel in to work?
–  If you could travel in any way possible, how would you do it?
–  Destination/distance travelled in - from where to where  

do people travel?
–  Do people who travel in to work want to have fun/be creative?
–  What activities do you do for fun in your leisure time?
–  How long will people spend on the way  

(standing/in transit/moving)?
– How long are you travelling for?
–  What mood are you in when you travel in to work? Why?
–  How do you feel about your journey in to work? Why?
–  What do people already do on the way to work?
–  What are people doing/thinking while they are standing  

on the platform?



Research  
methods

We used the following research  
methods to gather our insights:
 
– Learn from people (interviews) 
– Learn from experts (interviews) 
– In-context immersion
– Analogous Inspiration 

We conducted one-to-one interviews with 
members of the public:  
 
Commuters using different modes of  
transport (4 tube, 2 train, 2 bus and 1  
pedestrian), as well as experts. 

Our expert interviews included:
– Industrial Design and Creativity Expert 
– Creative arts lecturer 
– Kindergarten teacher
– Street artist

We also sought inspiration from analogous 
places in restaurants, bars, coffee shops, a 
shopping mall, and a GP surgery. 



Locations

Interviews



Interview guide questions
a) “Open general”  
b) “Go deep”

1a. How do you usually travel in to work?
1b.  If you could travel in to work in any way 

imaginable, how would you do it?

2a.  Do you (a morning commuter) want to have  
fun/be creative on your morning journey?

2b.  Imagine you could do anything for fun right 
now, what would you do? 

3a.  How did you feel about this morning’s  
commute in to work? 

3b.  What made you feel like that/why did you  
feel this way? 

 

4a.  What do you usually think about  
on your commute? 

4b.  Give me an example of what you were 
thinking about  
this morning...

5a.  How long do you spend standing/wait-
ing? B) How long do you spend travel-
ling/moving, where do you usually wait? 

5b.  Ideally, what would you do with that 
amount of time if you could  
do ANYTHING (right now)? 

6.  What do you normally do for fun/leisure/ 
to unwind and relax? 

6b. Why do you love this activity/doing this?



What we learnt



Some  
common 
themes 
emerged...
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Nature/outdoors
Commuters loved the outdoors and nature and their ideal commute would involve 
interacting with it in some way. 

They all said they would prefer to take the over-ground rather than the tube to work 
because of the natural light, seeing outdoors/ looking outside windows...

“I enjoy seeing dynamic & changing scenery...”

“ I would feel like I’ve done something...
energised...motivated”

“I don’t like the tube as you can’t 
see anything outside, and people 

are so into their own ‘space’...”“I’d like to be able to see the real outside”

“ My best journey would be to walk, enjoy 
scenic views of London, the fresh air, 
exercise and listen to my music”

“I can see further into the horizon.”

“I’d like to arrive in a carriage, because 
on a lovely day like this, I’d have time 

to enjoy watching the world go by...”
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Experimentation vs. inhibition
Despite expressing that they liked to do new things, commuters said they did not wish to 
be challenged or interact a lot with others first thing in the morning.

Even though they felt commuting was an individual thing they also expressed desire to 
share an experience, feel “in communion” with others...

“I like it when there’s an accidental 
bump and someone apologises and it 

sparks a conversation!”

“ I prefer the solitude waiting offers  
as I get to listen to my tunes...”

“Mornings are reflective...so nice to 
gather your thoughts before the day”

“ I think people make more of a situation 
when there’s something for them to  
talk about or something that brings 
them together - like after a football 
match on the tube!” “I would do a creative doodle or if there 

was a quiz...but on way back from work...
or when travelling with friends/sociable 

mood like evening/weekends!”

“I wouldn’t want to be too interactive in the 
morning...I like to keep to myself and catch 

up with things like emails, planning etc”
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Timing 
Timing was a key factor in a commuter’s journey from how long they waited, faster 
journey options, delays or just differences in commuter volumes on different days 
affecting how they felt about their journey and being unable to board over-crowded 
trains even after waiting for them. Convenience and ease of travel was rated highly.

“I’d prefer to walk to work. I would live 
closer - like maybe 20 minutes away.”

“I love driving, but hate slow traffic.”

“One of my best and relaxed journeys was getting on 
an unusually empty train that became a fast track one 

which went fast with no stops direct to end destination.”

“This morning I was annoyed  
because the Overground wasn’t running 

between Stratford & Highbury...”

“I don’t like my stream being ‘broken’”

“People were being slow at the gate and 
then cutting in front of me and then holding 
everyone up while they got their cards out, 
taking ages to swipe!”
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Overcrowding
Commuters were happier and more relaxed when their journeys were less crowded and they 
were able to get a seat. 

Some commuters picked their mode of transport based on the avoidance of over-crowding.

“ It’s so crowded you don’t have much 
space...even to read a paper”

“It’s very busy and stressful...
people pushing, barging in to get 

in and to get a seat...”

“ I prefer the train route but I don’t get 
it because the trains are more crowded 
and I have to fight to get on!”

“It’s terrible during rush hours - smelly 
and hot and cold - you can’t really 

breathe as there’s no space”

“On Mondays it’s jammed...but on  
Thursdays I’m able to read my book”

“ There’s always an amusing old lady who 
is rude and pushes everyone and gives 
you a pitying look until you give up  
your seat!”
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Relaxing and de-stressing
Commuters found they could relax more easily if they had more space and less crowds. 
Commuters relaxed though activities which could be classed as ‘productive’ or ‘escapist’: 
reading, listening to music, knitting. Humour on their journey was also valued. 
Observations on public transport highlighted the overwhelming sense stimulus: visual, 
scents, noise, music, people bumping into each other etc.

 “ (smiling) ...it sounded like the  
Train Anouncer said “use all valuable doors!”

“It’s why I like to listen to music, to 
avoid thinking about work and  

to distract myself untilI get there.”

“  That’s the one thing I do like about the 
tube, it gives me a chance to read. There’s 
no signal, so I cant’t use my phone. It’s the 
only time I manage to read.”

“ I usually knit on the overground because 
I don’t like sitting and doing nothing.”

“I like to people watch.  
It’s amusing. What people do is 

always interesting...(laughing) 
there’s always a couple holding 

each otehr because they can’t 
bear to part like it’s the end of  

the world!”



Creativity
Our design & creativity expert believed that experimentation is key to creativity and 
that to experiment means to risk and that there is great excitement in unknown.
He believed that creativity emerges as people become absorbed in action and exploration 
and that playfulness is a trigger to creativity. This was mirrored in our background 
research (eg: TED talks)

“ Everyone basically wants something 
new...and will light up when they 
sense something new”

“I love making stuff from scratch on my 
own, like crafts, making plates...I get 

inspired by talking to people ...I’m always 
looking for inspiration or things to make.”

“I usually knit on the overground 
because I don’t like sitting and doing 
nothing. It’s more productive then 
playing a game on my phone - while my 
hands are busy I can people watch!”

“I was thinking about my  
current knitting project.”

“Creativity is basic to our natures so 
unless we’ve been conditioned not to 

apply it there is an urge to take part in it”





Expert insight...
Kindergarten teacher (of 3-5 year olds): 

“ Children enjoy being “hands-on” and getting involved in 
role plays, dressing up, painting, drawing, construction 
play, creative trolley with all sorts on it, junk modelling, 
large scale paintings outdoors, different media and 
materials...”

“ Children need a stimulating environment but they must 
feel secure enough to have a go and learn new things. 
Being or painting outside encourages their creativity and 
playfulness. I often enable the children to work alongside 
other artists and I believe this triggers the childrens 
creativity”



Stations - stimulus for all senses 
–   TV screens, adverts, news, train boards, food smell, 

smokers, music, people, people too close/ bumping, 
cross paths, eating, temperature, announcements

– Mix of people at stations, many rushing  
– Many looking at departure boards/delays  
– Constant flow of people, very busy
– Lots of facilities (food, shops, self serve)  
– Interactive/pop-up exhibits
– Minimal seating, most standing

In-context exploration



Rush hour tube carriage environment:
– People pushing to get in/ get seats 
– All seats taken
– Carriage packed with people also standing
– No room to do anything if standing
– No chat/ eye-contact

Train/ tube carriage observations 

Not rush hour tube/ light rail environment:
–  People leave gaps between each other if possible 

empty seats
– Fewer people standing
– More people chatting to each other
– Those standing can read/ use phone etc
– More relaxed
–  Senses stimulus: adverts, electronic scrolling board, 

ventilation 
– Dark tunnels (not exciting view)

In-context exploration



GP Surgery:
–  Mix of seating styles: large sofa style & individual chairs
–  Lots of natural light & large floor to ceiling windows
– Modern, clean, airy
– Large potted plants (outside/ inside theme)
– Neutral colours, natural materials
– Brightly coloured art work 
– Magazines
– Drinking water fountains
– Hand sanitisers 
– Designated kids zones
– Electronic screens/ TVs
– Touch sensitive check-in screens

Restaurants/ bars/ coffee shops: 
– Busy but relaxed
–  Homely, neutral interior space  

(woods, simplicity, colours)
–  Seating not used to full capacity as people sit by themselves
– Interesting lighting effects
–  Live trees inside bar space (bringing outside, inside)
– Airy, spacious
– Good ambient music (not too loud)
– Good temperature
– Phones prominent at coffee shop
–  Different zones for different needs: serious restaurant area/ table 

& chairs for snacks, relaxation area &  
sofas for drinks

Analogous inspiration
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Key insights
1.  Interacting with nature inspires people to be creative and active 

(scenery, fresh air, changing environment, views), but this is not often 
possible on the morning commute.

2.  Commuters like to experience and try new things, but tend to prefer 
using the morning commute to catch up “with themselves” instead.

3.  Creativity is intrinsic to human nature from a young age and will 
emerge when positively encouraged.

4.  Commuters desire a seat and their own personal space to feel 
comfortable on their journey.

5.  Commuters desire a sensory experience of their choice rather than a 
forced sensory overload on their journey.



How might we questions...
1.  How might we make the connection between natural elements and 

everyday behaviour on the morning commute?

2.  How might we encourage morning commuters to follow their natural 
desires to experience new things instead of following their routine of 
“catching up with themselves”?

3. How might we follow children’s ways of creating new things or ideas?

4.  How might we redefine public transport personal space to ease 
commuters’ anxiety/ comfort?

5.  How might we introduce a customised sensory experience on public 
transport to make commuters feel more relaxed?



Ideation phase
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Ideation Workshop - brainstorm
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Ideation Workshop - chosen idea

Big art wall &  
creative space in 
train/tube stations for 
commuters to draw on!
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Storyboarding

 
1. Awareness
2. Initial use
3. Interaction
4. Sharing 
5. Re-use/recycle
6. Display work
7. “End of Day” projection 
8. Replacing art-boards

We chose to protoype the “Initial use” phase  
of our storybord as we wanted to find out if  
the idea would actually be welcomed by 
commuters, or if they would be too shy/busy/
uninterested to participate in the project.



Prototyping
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Prototyping
We chose to prototype on a large white sheet of  
paper and provided colourful pens (attached with 
string to the wall) for people to draw with.

The prototype was designed to be in four quadrants 
of a circle – each quadrant having less and less 
drawing “guidance” for users: 

– 1st quadrant lots of more detailed drawing started
–  2nd quadrant some drawing and lots of  

“join the dots”
– 3rd quadrant more abstract “join the dots”
– 4th quadrant completely blank for free drawing 
 
Concentric circles were drawn in to provide additional 
guidance. We were inspired by artists such as Henri 
Rosseau and Wassily Kandinsky - as they often 
painted nature and natural subjects in colourful, often 
abstracted ways.



#AddYourOwn

#AcumenHCD
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Testing the prototype: 
Old Street Station, London



Time Comment
17.40 Prototype mounted on wall in underground station with multiple pens for public use. No marketing carried out for idea or standing by to introduce passengers to idea or excite them. Start 

observation

17.41 No one stopping or looking, some next to it but not interacting – distracted by tube maps/ information either side

17.42 Move explanatory title to passenger eye level

17.49 First people to stop – 2 pairs, (late teens, early 20’s) both drew on prototype but on the edges nearby pre-started artwork, not centre. 1st pair spent 3 mins drawing, 2nd pair spent 5 mins.

17.58 Prototype quiet so team member went to draw, within a minute a couple stopped and became interested in drawing

18.01 2 children and their mum saw couple drawing so stopped to join in and draw. 2 more children joined 5 mins later

18.08 Children stopped drawing

18.09 Prototype quiet so team member again went to draw. Within 1 minute 3 young people stopped (2 females and 1 male – Art students)

18.13 Team member back near prototype

18.15 2 males stop (30’s). 1 guy wanted to draw, other was convincing him not to so he did a brief drawing and hurried off

18.16 1 female stopped very briefly but seemed too embarrassed to stop and draw and walked away

18.17 Guy stopped to draw, took a ‘selfie’ and a photo of the artwork

18.18 Team member back near the prototype to look as though drawing, immediately someone stops to express interest but then hurries off

18.21 Small group in their 20’s stop to draw (1 male, 2 females). There for 2 mins.

18.25 2 females stopped in their mid 20’s

18.28 Team member goes to act like drawing on prototype

18.29 1 male (40’s/ 50’s) stops to look at what it’s all about and then walks on

18.31 1 male (50’s) stops, looks but walks on

18.33 1 female (30’s) stops, looks and moves on without drawing

18.34 2 females stop, look interested but walk on

18.35 2 young males stop, 1 wanted to draw, the other keen to move on – so they didn’t draw – peer pressure!

18.37 Team member goes to prototype to pretend to draw & interact with prototype, within a few seconds 2 females and 1 guy (30’s) stop at the prototype to see what the team member is 
drawing

18.40 2 females stop to take pictures of the prototype and various drawing contributions, 1 drew the other took photos. They then interacted with 2 others that stopped by showing them what 
they had drawn.

18.42 1 male and 1 female stopped (late 20’s early 30’s). Stayed for 4 mins. Guy got very engrossed in his drawing so girl said “It’s time to go home” but then roles reversed and she got very 
engrossed in drawing. 

18.44 2 females stopped (1 50’s – mum and 1 early 20s – daughter) Daughter drew whilst mum looked at the map. 2 more females (mum and daughter) stop and were very excited to add their 
drawings to the prototype and find out all about it

18.50 Stop observation and remove prototype from tube station wall

Prototyping observation notes
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Testing - commuter comments
We interviewed commuters after they had finished drawing, to find out what they 
enjoyed about the experience, and also to find out if there were any “pain points”.
Here are some of their comments!

“ We didn’t notice it at first....have some kind of 
sign or ‘A’ board so that it is more noticeable”

“I saw someone else so I stopped”

“It’s so cool....it’s so cool”  
“It would be great if it was huge” 

“It caught our attention”

“ It would be great if it was bigger and there 
was more space to draw”

“It’s a tube station...I didn’t 
expect this in a public space” 

“The children like to draw”

“I like to draw...and I like “join the dots!”  

“I noticed it when someone else was drawing”

“I loved it because it’s fun and 
its art and it’s different!”  

 “It needs a big sign or something or  
someone pointing to it”

“It’s a little bit of fun!”

“It’s different, it’s unusual”



#AddYourOwn

#OldStreetStation
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What they liked – insights
– It was fun, different and unusual.

– ‘Join the Dots’ was very popular, and was filled out first.

– People thought it was unexpected in station location.

–  They were interested in engaging & took ‘selfies’ with their work and 
photos of other people’s contributions - confirming our idea of having a 
social media campaign (with hashtags and the images being broadcast 
on screens at stations for people to admire/spot etc.)





What we learnt - insights
–  People stopped almost immediately when there was someone else there. 

This strengthened the idea of having a ‘resident’ artist drawing (and 
getting people more involved/ giving unsaid ‘permission’ to draw)

–  There’s a need to raise awareness – confirmed ideas of posters, flyers, 
boards, signs, famous artist (as per our storyboard ideas)

–  People would like to have more space to draw – confirmed our concept  
of a “floor-to-ceiling” mural drawing space

–  Most people stoped were in late teens/20s and 30s. Those in 40s/ 50s 
stopped to look but did not readily engage

–  We would need to investigate further to find out how to engage the older 
market and combat ‘peer pressure’ (eg: male friend discouraging his 
other friend from joining in)
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Future iterations

We would need to create a ‘live prototype’  
and test the other stages in the idea experience 
including:
 
1. Awareness
2. Initial use
3. Interaction
4. Sharing 
5. Re-use/recycle
6. Display work
7. “End of Day” projection 
8. Replacing art-boards
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Future iterations 
1. Awareness stage
–  Our idea was to design and distribute posters and flyers introducing idea  

(with pens which, could, for example, have corporate sponsorship). 
– Sign post the creative art wall space clearly 
– Introduce announcements “in-station”
–  Trial a much larger space for drawing - floor to ceiling
 
2. Initial use and interaction stage (tested at Ideation phase) – retest adding use of:
– Modern art pieces or those closely connected with ‘nature’ themes
–  Create different ‘zones’ for different drawing styles/ confidence – explicit join the dots, freer join the 

dots, abstract shapes engagement, blank canvas etc depending on where and what time the project 
was running

–  Other media could also be used – magnetic paper for commuters to doodle on and place on 
(magnetic painted) wall spaces around London stations, or using cut out shapes for people to stick 
onto the walls. 

–  Hire talented artist to draw at the wall (during certain times of the day/ week), to encourage 
people to join in, engage and increase social media sharing. The art could also be shared with other 
commuters by transmitting work on TV screens around stations (for example, at Waterloo on the big 
screens)
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Future iterations 
3. Sharing stage
–  If we could hire a talented artist to draw at the wall (during certain times of the day or week, for 

example), it would encourage people to join in, engage and increase social media sharing. 
– A hashtag (Twitter/ Facebook/ Instagram) campaign would be implemented

4. Display work stage
–  The art could also be shared with other commuters by transmitting work on TV screens around 

stations (for example, at Waterloo on the big screens)

5. End of day projection stage
–  At end of day the wall could also be embellished with unexpected projections onto ‘masked’ areas of 

art wall (with the work of famous “known” artists, for example). 
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The pitch
We learnt that although many commuters had a natural desire to try new things,  
be creative and share experiences with others on public transport, they tended to 
prefer catching up with themselves and being reflective first thing. 

The ‘Big Art Wall’ is a large scale, interactive wall space in tube/train stations (or 
possibly other public spaces) which encourages commuters to draw/write on the 
wall enabling them to be part of a collective and creative experience with other 
commuters and commissioned celebrity/ local artists. 

They can choose to be creative and interactive in small doses – how and when they 
wish – on their commuting journey, whilst maintaining the time they need to be 
personally reflective. 

Art work inspired by nature can also be implemented on the ‘Big Art Wall’ space as 
research showed that commuters find their best journeys are those which enabled 
some kind of interaction with nature. This project has incredible potential.
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Thank you!
We would like to thank all the Experts, and Commuters who kindly let us interview them, and took 
the time to answer our questions. We would also like to thank the TFL and specifically the Old Street 
Station Manager who allowed us to test our prototype!

We would like to thank IDEO.org and Acumen for this inspiring and practical HCD course. 

We all hope to continue to implement HCD in our future design challenges. We encourage members 
of the HCD online community that are interested to get in touch on Twitter or the Acumen platform 
Our hashtag: #back&forth
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A project from the IDEO and Acumen HCD Workshop 2015 by team Back&Forth




